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Abstract 
This research aims to define a sustainable resource in Computer-Assisted Language 
Learning (CALL). In order for a CALL resource to be sustainable it must work within 
existing educational curricula. This feature is a necessary prerequisite of sustainability 
because, despite the potential for educational change that digitalization has offered 
since the nineteen nineties, curricula in traditional educational institutions have not 
fundamentally changed, even as we move from a pre-digital society towards a digital 
society. Curricula have failed to incorporate CALL resources because no agreed-upon 
pedagogical language enables teachers to discuss CALL classroom practices. Systemic 
Functional Grammar (SFG) can help to provide this language and bridge the gap 
between the needs of the curriculum and the potentiality of CALL-based resources. This 
paper will outline how SFG principles can be used to create a pedagogical language for 
CALL and it will give practical examples of how this language can be used to create 
sustainable resources in classroom contexts.  




The rapid development of ubiquitous technologies provides new opportunities for 
learners to express themselves. In the pre-digital age, learners could only express 
themselves through written text (the written mode) or spoken text (the oral mode). By 
contrast, learners in a computer-assisted environment can quickly combine these two 
modes and even add visuals or sound. These new multi-modal texts are already widely 
used in courses that use Moodle/Blackboard, computer mediated communications (CMC) 
such as posts or blogs, and digitally created compositions such as PowerPoint or video 
presentations. 
Nevertheless, new pedagogical opportunities create new pedagogical challenges. 
Despite the successful additions introduced by computer-assisted language learning 
(CALL) to established curricula, overall, the curricula that educational establishments 
deliver to students have fundamentally remained the same. Curricula, to a large extent, 
are still based on old technologies (paper, pens, and textbooks) and traditional 
classroom methodologies. At present, classrooms still follow the 19th century industrial 
model, in which a large group of students sit at separate desks while a teacher delivers 
a pre-prescribed, traditional curriculum (Collins & Halverson, 2009). Owing to the 
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scarcity of computer labs in such teaching contexts, CALL is often limited to a set 
number of classes each term. 
Curricula are difficult to change because of “situational constraints” (Cuban, 2001) that 
educational institutions encounter. Educational institutions have developed complex 
systems (budget, size, number of stakeholders, inbuilt working practices, and so on), 
which makes it difficult for them to adapt to change effectively (Kennedy, 2013). 
Likewise, teachers are constrained. Considering that teachers must successfully meet 
the needs of all institutional stakeholders, introducing innovation in the classroom may 
be difficult for them. Teachers must necessarily depend on shared and established 
educational knowledge.  
Such a shared pedagogical knowledge, the foundation upon which curricula are 
developed, does not exist for CALL. Therefore, without this shared knowledge, CALL 
resources cannot be integrated into the existing curricula. The current study supports 
the view (Kress & Van Leeuwen, 2006; Royce, 2002) that systemic functional grammar 
(SFG) can help provide this missing pedagogical framework as it provides teachers with 
a multi-modal meta-language that can work alongside existing pedagogical meta-
languages. Equipped with a multi-modal pedagogical language, teachers can create 
“sustainable CALL resources.” A sustainable CALL resource, as defined in this paper, 
can: 1) work alongside existing classroom resources that have been established by 
teachers to meet the needs of the curriculum, and 2) help to prepare students for using 
the new and exciting affordances that digital technology offers. 
2. Expanding existing pedagogical languages to create sustainable CALL 
resources 
2.1. The role of pedagogical languages in creating sustainable resources in the curricula  
In the pre-digital society dominated by the printed-word pedagogical languages, from 
the traditional grammar of Latin and Greek to the modern approaches such as 
Consciousness Raising (C/R), have always played a role in creating classroom 
resources. For example, in teaching reading or listening, standard classroom activities 
(textual comparisons, assessments, examination of writers’ textual choices, and so on) 
are possible because the underlying textual relationships in written/spoken texts can be 
explicitly expressed. Thus, the various methods of linguistic description that already 
exist for written/spoken texts, whether traditional grammar or modern communicative 
approaches such as discourse analysis or pragmatics, assist the teaching of these texts 
in the classroom. 
The pervasiveness of digital media in our society, however, is changing the nature of 
text, and thus, the established methods of linguistic description that teachers use in the 
classroom are no longer sufficient for teaching modern texts. In the past, texts 
predominantly utilized the alphabet to send their messages; by contrast, digital devices 
of today combine words, visuals, and audio to create multi-modal texts where the 
traditional linear structure of reading left to write on a page is challenged by a visual 
hyperactive reading path that follows the rules of visual design, as well as the rules of 
the written language (Kress, 2003, pp. 35–60). 
Furthermore, digitalization is significantly changing the traditional written text itself. In 
a modern digital society in which the means of production have shifted and writers are 
now assuming many of the publication tasks that were once considered specialized, 
written texts that vary from traditional academic essays to modern tweets and blogs 
incorporate a wide array of visual features, such as bullet points, tables, and emoticons. 
Another change that the digital revolution has helped to introduce is the pedagogical 
acceptance of popular media texts that incorporate multi-modal relations, such as comic 
books, videos, or computer games. These texts, which may not have been considered 
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useful in the classroom 30 years ago, are now being recommended as essential 
additions to the modern curricula (Hagood, 2008).  
Considering these fundamental changes in the nature of texts, our existing methods of 
linguistic description must be updated so that teachers can talk about multi-modal texts 
explicitly in the classroom, in the same way as they can currently talk about traditional 
printed word or spoken texts in the classroom. Indeed, creating a multi-modal 
pedagogical language is important because research suggests that multi-modal texts 
are more complex than has been accounted for in existing classroom approaches.  
2.2. The complexity of multi-modal texts  
Although multi-modal texts may appear to have simple means of presenting 
information, the textual relationships underlying such texts may be complex. In order to 
effectively comprehend a multi-modal text, the reader, viewer, or listener must engage 
in “parallel processing” (Luke, 2003, p. 399). In this type of processing, the receiver 
must initially (and perhaps unconsciously) decode different semiotic systems, including 
the spatial system of design to decode the images and the linear system of the 
alphabetic text to decode the words, and then interpret how the systems combine to 
deliver a singular meaning. Moreover, Unsworth (2008, p. 378) reports the effect of 
“naturalization,” in which these complex underlying semiotic relationships can be hidden 
by multi-modal writers to create cohesive texts. In the context of Teaching English as a 
Second Language (TESOL), parallel processing and naturalization are extremely 
complex because learners not only have to process different modes, but also have to 
translate these modes from their second language (L2) into their first language (L1). 
TESOL research has shown that two multi-modal relations, defined in SFG research as 
concordance and complementation, can produce complex effects on comprehension. 
Lui’s (2004) research on L2 multi-modal comprehension suggests that images only 
support comprehension when the graphic text clearly reiterates the same information as 
the written text. In SFG grammar research, this relationship is defined as a 
graphic/alphabetic text relationship of “concurrence” (Unsworth, 2008). Positive support 
occurs in concurrent relationships when the students’ proficiency level is just below the 
level of the alphabetic text. In this case, students can use the images to infer the 
meaning of the words. However, concurrent text relationships may also result in 
redundancy when the students’ proficiency level is above the level of the alphabetic 
text. In this case, the students do not need the graphic text to infer the meaning of the 
words (Lui, 2004). 
Other negative effects on comprehension can be observed in multi-modal relationships 
of “complementation” (Unsworth, 2008). In a relationship of complementation, the 
graphic text and the alphabetic text contain closely related information that augment, 
rather than reiterate, each other in some way. Relationships of complementation can 
result in incomprehension or miscomprehension when the students’ proficiency is lower 
than the words in the text. Incomprehension occurs when the lack of textual integration 
prevents students from using the graphic text to infer the meaning of the words, which 
renders them unable to understand the text. Miscomprehension occurs when students 
make the wrong assumption about the graphic/alphabetic text relationship. They 
assume that the graphic text reiterates the information in the written text; that is, the 
graphic text can support the words. However, the lack of harmony between the 
alphabetic and graphic text clues creates difficulties in processing. The students then 
make wrong inferences about the text. Thus, the graphic text hinders the 
comprehension of the written text (Lui, 2014). 
Therefore, a multi-modal pedagogical language can allow for teachers and students to 
decode complex semiotic relationships in a meaningful way that can be applied to their 
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existing teaching contexts, as will be demonstrated in Parts 3 and 4. A multi-modal 
pedagogical language can therefore help teachers create sustainable CALL resources. 
This process can be assisted by SFG, given that it is a communicative approach to 
language learning (Halliday & Matthiessen, 2004) and it can therefore work alongside 
established classroom approaches to language and learning such as C/R. In C/R 
language users work with the language in use, making a series of assumptions about 
the language, rules of thumb, which can be adjusted to suit the needs of the 
communicative situation (Rutherford, 1987). 
3. The SFG theoretical model for creating sustainable CALL resources  
3.1. SFG and reading image-based multi-modal texts 
The Kress and Van Leeuwen (2006) model for analyzing visual texts serves as the 
theoretical basis of the ideas presented in this paper. This paper aims to demonstrate 
that the semiotic model of language can be used in the classroom in a practical and 
simple manner. Therefore, this study will not provide a full account of the model, rather 
it will only focus on the use of the Kress and Van Leeuwen SFG model to create 
sustainable resources in classroom contexts, as outlined in Section 4.  
3.2.1. The compositional function  
In alphabetic texts, Fries (1994, p. 230) points out that the placement of clauses in a 
written text determines the importance of the information placed within the clause. This 
concept is also true of images: the placement of elements in an image such as a picture 
or a web page determines the visual importance of the elements. This study will focus 
on two compositional elements, namely, framing and salience. Framing refers to the 
way elements (image elements include words, pictures, hyperlinks, and others) are 
connected or disconnected through frame lines. Salience refers to the prominence 
ascribed to one image element over another by varying an image’s size, color, contrast, 
and by choosing to place elements at the top, bottom, center, or margins of a picture.  
3.2.2. The representational function: narrative images versus concept images 
An image can represent two things to the viewer, a narrative event or a concept. Artists 
create narrative events in images by joining the participants (people, animals, objects, 
and so on) together with an imaginary line called a ‘vector’ (Kress & Van Leeuwen, 
2006, p. 59). Figure 1 shows an excerpt from Macbeth: The Graphic Novel (McDonald, 
Haward, Dobbin & Erskine, 2008, p.8), where panels 1 and 5 are narrative images. The 
fire is the vector. The witches' attention is focused on the fire, and the fire is connected 
to the witches by framing, salience, and color. This communicates to the reader that the 
main action of the image is centered on the witches and the fire. In concept images, the 
participants are not represented in action; that is, no vector joins them. By contrast, the 
participants are represented in a fixed state of being, such as a portrait painting. In 
Figure 1, panels 2, 3, and 4 are all concept pictures. In these panels, the witches’ faces 
are given salience through a close-up view staring in the direction of the viewer, as in a 
portrait.  
3.2.3. The interpersonal function: offer images versus demand 
Images can interact with viewers in two ways: by offering information or by demanding 
attention. A simple way to understand the difference between offer and demand is to 
make a comparison between teaching a lesson in front of a group of students with 
having a face-to-face conversation with one student. In the classroom setting, the 
speaker (the teacher) is offering information to the class; the speaker is at a distance 
from the class; and the students can choose between listening to the speaker and 
thinking about other things that are unrelated to the lesson. By contrast, a face-to-face 
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situation requires that the participants demand attention from one another; that is, they 
need to directly focus on what is being said. 
Referring again to the series of Macbeth panels, we see that Panel 1 and 5 are offering 
information to the viewer. The viewer is asked to observe the scene from a distance, as 
well as choose their own reading path: the viewer can begin with the text boxes, the 
background image, or the main image of the witches cooking a spell in a cauldron. 
Alternatively, Panel 2, 3, and 4 demand attention from the viewer. They are confronted 
with a talking head image and are asked to focus directly on the words. 
 
Figure 1: Macbeth panels (Used with permission © Classical Comics Ltd.). 
3.3. Classifying images into types 
Once teachers and students have a working knowledge of these underlying principles, 
they can begin to classify images into types by asking a series of C/R questions, as 
provided in Table 1 below. Thus, applying the questions to the Macbeth texts, we see 
that Panel 1 and 4 are narrative/offer pictures, in which the illustrators/writers ask 
viewers to observe events. Meanwhile, Panel 2, 3, and 4 are demand/concept pictures. 
The illustrators present an idea, not an action, and demand an emotional response from 
the viewer. However, as mentioned above, multi-modal text relations can create very 
complex texts. Therefore, as suggested by the underlying principles of C/R, teachers 
would be dealing with rules of thumb, rather than proscribed rules, when applying these 
theories to the classroom. 
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The Compositional Function 
1. Which elements are most salient in the image? (How is this salience 
created? Is it created through placement, color, or contrast?)  
2. How are the elements of the image framed? (Are the 
participants/elements joined together?)  
The Narrative Function  
1. Is the image representing a narrative? (Does the image portray an 
event? Does it have a vector?)  
2. Is the image representing a concept? (Are the participants not joined in 
action together? Are they staring at the viewer or into the distance? 
Does the image portray an idea rather than an event?)  
The Interactive Function  
1. Is the image interacting with the viewer by offering information to the 
viewer?  
2. Is the picture interacting with the viewer by demanding attention from 
the viewer?  
Table 1. C/R questions for classifying image-based texts. 
4. Creating sustainable CALL resources: applying the SFG grammar model to 
the classroom 
4.1. Sustainable CALL resource 1: converting written compositions to multi-modal 
compositions  
This multi-modal task is relevant to beginner writing classes in which students are 
taught how to write five-paragraph essays using the meta-language of topic sentences, 
supporting sentences, concluding sentences, and the function of each type of sentence. 
For example, topic sentences represent general ideas whereas supporting sentences 
provide details about the topic using examples or explanations. In the established 
curricula activities in my teaching institution, students use such classifications to create 
their own original paragraphs and deconstruct teacher-created paragraphs. Figure 1 
(Appendix) shows a comparative paragraph, which is a teacher-created example of a 
written text that students are expected to follow. Figure 2 (Appendix 1) shows the 
deconstructed paragraph using the traditional classroom meta-language, which is a 
common classroom activity. 
In the multi-modal activity, students convert the written paragraph to a multi-modal 
presentation using presentation software. Students re-read their paragraphs, select the 
key words that communicate the overall ideas, perform a Google image search to find a 
supporting image that helps to visually communicate the main ideas to the listener, and 
rewrite the sentences to adapt them to the spoken mode, if necessary. A teacher-
created example of a presentation is provided in Figure 4 of the Appendix. 
As shown in the examples, the SFG model’s classification of images into types, using the 
compositional, representational, and interactive functions, provides teachers with the 
pedagogical tools to outline clear organizational patterns for students when they 
construct their classroom presentations. In this example, students are encouraged to 
follow a general-specific textual pattern. Thus, the information represented by the topic 
sentence and the concluding sentence (Appendix, Figures 1 and 2, sentences 1 and 5) 
that comprise the general ideas in the written paragraph are represented by 
concept/offer images (Appendix, Figures 3 and 4, slides 1 and 5), whereas supporting 
sentences that contain examples (Appendix 1, Figures 1 and 2, sentences 2, 3, and 4) 
are all represented by concept/demand images (Appendix 1, Figures 3 and 4, slides 2, 
3, and 4). Moreover, knowledge of visual/verbal text relations of concurrence and 
complementation enables teachers to provide clear advice to students. In this L2 setting 
students are encouraged to use simple slides with strong relations of concurrence and 
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simple relationships of complementation to facilitate comprehension (Figure 3 column 
4).  
Therefore, the SFG model creates sustainability because new multi-modal skills can be 
taught alongside the established curricula. For example, naturalization, identified in 
Section 2 as a multi-modal skill, is already being taught in writing curricula through 
textual patterns. Research shows that deconstructing textual patterns, such as cause-
effect, compare-contrast, problem-solution, has a positive effect on language learning 
(Hoey, 2001). Likewise, teaching the way texts are designed across different genres is 
now part of our established writing curricula (De Voss, 2010) and, interestingly, 
Computer-Mediated Communication (CMC) is now being defined as a separate genre 
that can be taught in the classroom (Marchand, 2013). The SFG model provides 
teachers and students with a multi-modal framework that can be used to unpack and 
teach naturalized components that comprise multi-modal texts in the same manner that 
they can unpack alphabetic texts.  
From a visual perspective, unpacking the text in this manner makes it possible to 
introduce students to ‘image juxtaposition’ (McCloud, 1994). Image juxtaposition 
involves combining different types of images together in a sequence to create meaning. 
The process is another example of naturalization that is effectively utilized in multi-
modal texts, but is often overlooked by the untrained eye. In this task, students can see 
how images can be juxtaposed in way that creates a clear textual pattern, as outlined 
above. Similar multi-modal conversion tasks can easily be created for the other textual 
patterns that are taught in the curricula. For example, non-computerized texts such as 
the Macbeth text (Figure 1) can be used to introduce students to image juxtaposition in 
traditional classroom settings. In this narrative text, the writers/illustrators use 
narrative/offer images to set the scene and portray the event (the spell being cast) 
juxtaposed with three concept/demand pictures, not only to attach the reader to the 
witches who are casting the spell emotionally, but also to provide salience to the spoken 
text that cataphorically points the reader to a key event (their future meeting with 
Macbeth). 
Finally, converting the written text to a multi-modal text reinforces established curricula 
skills, such as peer review, revision, and rewriting, in a creative and engaging manner. 
Hence, students must reflect on their individual writing, discuss it with peers, and 
evaluate its meaning, clarity, and communicative competence. Students must re-read, 
edit, rewrite, and summarize as they convert the written mode to the visual/verbal 
mode, which is then converted back to the written mode. Moreover, learner autonomy is 
encouraged through the navigation of presentation software and the use of search 
engines in English. 
4.2. Sustainable CALL resource 2: making multi-modal comparisons  
This multi-modal task is designed for reading and writing curricula in which students 
learn how to work with different genres from different discourse communities. In this 
task, students perform the standard curriculum task of making textual comparisons 
between two texts of different registers, which is a task that is usually done with 
traditional written texts. The SFG model, however, as outlined above, allows for the 
expansion of the standard curricula comparison activity to include multi-modal texts. 
The task is composed of two parts. In part one, students compare and contrast the 
homepages of BBC (traditionally considered as a politically neutral creator of serious 
news) with the Daily Mail (traditionally considered as a creator of popular, right-leaning 
news). In part two, students create a multi-modal report. Selfe (2004) has many 
examples of different types of multi-modal reports that could be used. To perform the 
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task, students use the multi-modal C/R questions in Table 1 combined with the multi-
modal C/R questions in Table 2. 
Homepage Composition  
1. Which elements on the home pages are most salient?  
2. How do the sites use color, framing, and placement of images —top to bottom, left to right?  
3. What kind of participants occupies the most salient positions on the page?  
Headlines and Images  
4. What types of images are used on the homepage?  
5. What kind of language is used in the headline text?  
6. Can you identify any relationships of concurrence or complementation between the headline texts and the 
image texts? If so, why do you think the writers created this relationship? 
Body Texts, Headlines and Images  
7. Can you identify any relationships of concurrence and complementation between the main texts/images/ and 
the headlines?  
8. If so, why do you think the writers created these relationships? 
Homepages and Political Stance  
9. Do you think the political leanings of the news sites are noticeable through the image texts? In the headlines? 
In the body texts? If so, can you identify the elements that communicate the political stance? If not, why not?  
10. Choose two news sites in your L1 that take different political stances. Compare the images/headline and texts. 
How are they similar? How are they different?  
Table 2. Multi-modal C/R questions for analyzing news sites. 
Comparing the sites from a multi-modal perspective, compositional elements allow the 
sites to create different registers. As Figure 2 shows, through variations in the 
compositional elements in column one, the BBC and the Daily Mail create differently 
looking sites to serve their different news functions. The BBC creates a relatively 
neutral-looking site by balancing the salience of its stories (i.e., a wide range of 
medium-sized images and headlines), clearly summarizing the type of stories through 
framing and placement, and using color (the formal blue) and images of politicians and 
professionals to reinforce the serious tone of the website. Moreover, “foregrounding,” a 
technique often used in advertising and newspapers, in which negative images 
accompany negative words and positive images accompany positive words was not 
particularly evident. By contrast, the Daily Mail created a popular and entertaining-
looking site by giving salience to a small number of compelling stories for their 
perceived readership. The stories are clearly organized by size, with the most 
compelling stories given the most salience. In contrast to the BBC, the most common 
images were of celebrities and members of the public. Moreover, in the Daily Mail, 
headline to image foregrounding using graphic-written text relations of concurrence was 
clearly evident. 
Thus, by comparing the sites, students review how different texts create different 
registers, which is a task they study in the written mode. However, with their 
knowledge of the compositional function, they can study the registers from a wider 
multi-modal perspective. The final point regarding the compositional function is that 
compositional principles are easily transferable to the construction of many other texts. 
Whether students are creating an academic essay or designing a web site from a 
template, compositional decisions must be made: Which elements should be most 
salient? Where are the different elements placed in the texts to best represent or 
support the writers’ ideas or opinion? Are the elements appropriate for the audience or 
argument? 




BBC Daily Mail 
Salience large number of small pictures with 
headlines  
small number of large pictures with large 
headlines, as well as medium and small 
pictures with medium and small headlines  
Framing clearly framed and separated its stories by 
spaces and frame lines  
used very few frame lines and separated 
stories by very small spaces  
Placement placed in clearly organized separated lines 
form left to right, top to bottom, under 
clearly discernible categories, for example, 
News, Asian Pacific, Business  
stories are organized through interest, from 
top to bottom, with large stories at the top 
and smaller stories below them, right hand 
margins are used for the smallest stories and 
hyperlinks  
Color dark formal blue  light blue  
Foregrounding both images and words took a relatively 
neutral stance  
positive images were often accompanied by 
positive words and negative image were often 
accompanied by negative words  
Image 
Participants 
international politicians, professionals, 
some celebrities and members of the 
public 
a number of celebrities and members of the 
public, some politicians and professionals  
Figure 2. Compositional analyses of BBC and Daily Mail homepages. 
Using the representational and interactive functions, the SFG model allows for a 
comparison of the communicative roles that images play when they are combined with 
words to create meaning in authentic text contexts (the news sites), and when they are 
combined with words in non-authentic contexts (the classroom-created report, which 
the students create in part two of the task). This communicative role is fundamentally 
different, as explained below.  
The communicative role of the images in news sites (at least those that have been 
analyzed in the writer’s classroom) was to set the scene for the readers before they 
read the written text, to connect the readers to a key orienting point or concept in the 
written text, or to enhance or embellish one part of the written text. To accomplish 
these goals, a complex combination of different types of images was used with different 
types of graphic written/text relations. 
The most common type of images used to perform these functions were concept/offer 
images, similar to the ones shown in Appendix 1, Figure 4, slides 1 and 5. 
Concept/demand images, similar to the images found in the Macbeth text Panel 2, 3, 
and 4, were found in stories that were intended to elicit an emotional response, to 
shock, or to stimulate the reader. For instance, a close-up image of a participant 
laughing or crying would be used to convey joy or sadness. Narrative/event images, 
which might be considered as common in news stories, were relatively rare. This 
observation is understandable because the majority of stories were not breaking news, 
and the texts provided details about events that had already occurred, and thus, 
narrative event images might not be relevant. Furthermore, the practical difficulty of 
finding narrative/event images of actual events from the time that they happened to 
press time may also account for their limited use. 
In analyzing how the newspaper sites use graphic/written text relationships of 
concurrence and complementation, the latter was more common than the former. 
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Concurrence had two main functions: to draw the viewer’s attention to a main 
participant, for example, the government, the army, an actor, and to create 
foregrounding, as pointed out previously. The limited use of concurrence, and the 
frequency of relationships of complementation, raises student awareness that although 
news sites are image rich texts compared to traditional printed texts, the alphabetic text 
still carries the main illocutionary force of the text because words are more efficient at 
conveying detailed meaning than image-based texts in this context and many other 
authentic text contexts. 
Unlike classroom-based texts, overusing concurrent relationships in authentic texts 
would create redundancy. Although strong relationships of concurrence do occur in 
some authentic texts (e.g., in children's stories where reiteration is comforting for 
young learners or in the visual instructions that accompany the assembling of household 
objects) (Stenglin & Iedema, 2001), most L1 texts are proscriptive. That is, the texts 
drive the reader forward, and as explained above, the image-text is therefore used to 
augment or add information to the written text. Hence, concurrence occurred in news 
sites to create foregrounding.  
Language students, reared in the use of concurrent images that provide linguistic 
support, may need teacher support when reading such online news sites and other 
image rich L1 homepages pages, because the texts may create miscomprehension or 
incomprehension. Indeed, compared with the traditional printed press reading paths, 
online reading paths are very challenging: students must navigate a wide array of 
images-texts, alphabetic-texts, hyperlinks, and advertisements. Depending on the 
student’s proficiency level and experience, this process may be a very difficult task.  
In contrast to the authentic text, the communicative role of images in the student 
report is to support linguistic understanding. Therefore, the types of images that 
students choose and the role that images play in relation to the spoken text will be 
fundamentally different from the authentic text. In the report, students can be 
encouraged to create multi-modal texts that have strong concurrent relationships to 
enable ease of comprehension in an L2 audience setting and follow clear academic 
patterns (Sustainable Resource 1 discussed above provides an example of the type of 
model students could follow), in contrast to the newspaper genre in which images text 
relations are far more complex. Finally, in creating the classroom report, not only are 
students working with new multi-modal skills, but they are also applying skills taught in 
the reading and writing curriculum, such as autonomous research, summarizing, note 
taking, paraphrasing, critical thinking, and citing sources. 
4.3. Sustainable CALL resource 3: evaluating multi-modal materials  
The multi-modal meta-language, outlined above and summarized in Tables 1 and 2, 
gives teachers the tools, not only to create sustainable resources from their existing 
classroom practices, but also to evaluate multi-modal classroom materials, such as 
publisher-created videos, software presentations, and online materials adopted for 
classroom use, for their sustainability in relation to the existing curricula. Table 3 
provides examples of questions that might be included in such an evaluation process. 
The goal of the questions is to evaluate whether the digital materials support the goals 
of the existing curricula and whether they diverge from the curricula in ways that are 
inappropriate. 
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 What curriculum goals is the multi-modal features intended to support?  
 Are the multi-modal relations of concurrence and complementation appropriate for the levels being 
taught, or will the visuals create redundancy, miscomprehension, and/or incomprehension?  
 How effectively does the video involve the students in the text through its use of demand/offer 
concept/narrative images?  
 Is the visual component composed in a way that is appropriate for the student’s level, age, and 
learner type?  
 Is the visual component composed in a way that is appropriate for the institution?  
Table 3. Multi-modal questions for material evaluation. 
For example, in the established curricula in my teaching context, the World Link 
Textbook series uses a video course book to expand on the textbook materials and 
recycle the linguistic components in natural settings and situations (Stempleski, 2013). 
In a short excerpt (see script in Figure 4 of the Appendix) from Video Course Workbook 
2 (Unit 1, City Living, pp. 8-9), the lesson reviews the past tense of verbs using a 
discussion on keepsakes. In this example, the keepsake that triggers the recollection of 
Tara, a character in the video, is a pendant. As Table 4 shows, demand/concept images, 
such as close-ups of the pendant and Tara’s face, accompany the key communicative 
phrases of the script: “it’s a pendant from my grandmother,” and “she gave it to me 
when I was 18 years old”. 
Speaker Script: Verbal Text  Visual Text  
1) Sun-hee How about this?  Concept/demand image showing a close up of 
the pendant 
2) Tara Now that is my favorite keepsake. It’s a 
pendant from my grandmother. She gave it to 
me when I was 18 years old. 
Concept/demand of showing close up of the 
pendant 
Concept/offer showing close of Tara’s face  
3) Sun-hee  For your birthday?  Concept/demand showing close up of Sun-
hee’s face  
4) Tara No. It was in my first year of college and 
things were rough. I had no friends. I hated 
my classes. I did not think I could make it. 
And one day my grandmother told me a story.  
Concept/demand showing a close up of Tara’s 
face  
Table 4. Text excerpts from World Link Video Course Book. 
Textbook Extract Used with permission © Cengage Learning. 
In this scene, the demand/concept images, similar to the face-to-face close-ups of Panel 
2, 3, and 4 of the Macbeth text (Figure 1), create interactions between Tara, who is re-
telling the story, and the viewers, by clearly focusing the viewers on the speakers and 
the keepsake at a key point in the text. The images allow viewers to identify with the 
speaker emotionally, thus reinforcing the communicative component of the lesson, 
which is the expression of the emotional value of keepsakes. Moreover, the 
demand/concept images allow students to pick out variations in facial expressions and 
intonation that the actress uses when expressing the key phrases, providing clear 
models for students to replicate when re-telling their own past stories. In a traditional 
textbook in which students listen to an audio recording with minimal visual support, 
such emotional content is very difficult to establish. 
Furthermore, the video does not overuse concurrent verbal/visual text relations that 
could make the linguistic goals of past tense re-telling redundant. The past tense 
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recollection story (Table 4) relies on spoken text re-telling; the concept/demand images 
do not reiterate the key events in the story. This verbal/visual text relationship creates 
a positive teaching opportunity because, given that past tense re-telling is the linguistic 
aim of the lesson, the use of concurrent relationships would create redundancy at this 
level.  
Through the development an appropriate pedagogical language, this ability to evaluate 
the extent to which multi-modal resources are appropriate for teaching linguistic goals, 
is a key feature in creating sustainable materials in the long term. For example, digital 
games are recommended for educational use because games have interactive features 
that create intrinsic motivational factors lacking in traditional classroom textbook 
materials. Such factors include encouraging participation through player investment in 
characters and game development, creating opportunities for player decision making, 
systems of reward and merit, competition, and interacting storytelling with play (Miller, 
2004, pp.198-199). Nonetheless, games that employ these motivational features are 
not currently available for language learning contexts. In addition, the extent to which 
current video games on the market are directly beneficial to the curricula is debatable 
(Gee, 2011). 
The multi-modal pedagogical language outlined above can be used by designers and 
material developers to aid in the creation of a new generation of classrooms and/or self-
study materials that incorporates the motivational features of gaming, while ensuring 
that the materials are relevant for L2 contexts. For example, when digital computer 
games are created, a traditional alphabetic-based script accompanies the digital script. 
Knowledge of textual relations and their effects on comprehension at different levels of 
proficiency can ensure that the scripts for language learning digital games are 
appropriate for students’ levels. Alternatively, understanding how images are composed 
to create different emotional reactions from viewers can help developers design 
visual/alphabetic interfaces that support linguistic goals, as well as creating stimulating 
multi-modal features.  
5. Conclusion  
Given the demands of working with institutionally created curricula, one of the most 
challenging questions confronting language teachers is an opportunity cost question: 
will sending your students to the computer room be an appropriate use of classroom 
time? The concept of sustainability that is outlined in this paper is designed to address 
this question. If teachers have a multi-modal pedagogical language available to them, 
class activities such as the creation of a multi-modal composition need not be regarded 
as separate or distinct from teaching the established curricula. 
Nevertheless, the primary focus of this paper is short-term adaptability to overcome 
situational constraints; thus, teachers use their existing pedagogical knowledge, coupled 
with SFG multi-modal pedagogical knowledge, to create sustainable classroom 
resources for CALL. In the long term, however, teachers cannot overcome situational 
constraints individually. Moreover, the SFG model alone is not sufficient to address the 
challenges of preparing students for effective communication in digital environments. To 
achieve long-term sustainability, researchers, practitioners, curricula developers, 
classroom material designers and textbook publishers must develop a pedagogical 
language that embraces a new multi-disciplinary approach to language and learning for 
the digital age. 
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Appendix. Example of sustainable resource 1: multi-modal conversion activity. 
1. The country is better than the city because there is a lot of pollution in the city. 2. In the city there are many 
types of pollution: noise, tobacco smoke, gas exhaust, and acid rain. 3. Pollution is bad for our health and puts 
humans at risk of diseases such as cancer. 4. The countryside is free from pollution and there is less risk of 
disease. 5. For this reason, I prefer to live in the countryside than in the city. 
Figure 1. Teacher-created Written Paragraph. 
  
Sentence Number Type of Sentence  Function  
1.  Topic Sentence  Introduce the general idea  
2.  Supporting Sentence  Support general idea with an example  
3.  Supporting Sentence  Support general idea with an explanation/example  
4. Supporting Sentence  Support general idea with an explanation  
5. Concluding Sentence  Repeat the main idea 




Type of Image  Function  Verbal/Visual Textual Relation 
1.  Concept/Offer  Introduce the main idea  Complementation 
2.  Concept/Demand  Support general idea with an example  Concurrence 
3.  Concept/Demand  Support general idea with an example  Concurrence 
4. Concept/Demand Support general idea with an example Concurrence 
5 Concept/Offer  Repeat the main idea Complementation 
Figure 3. Teacher-created Presentation Deconstructed. 
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Figure 4. Teacher-created presentation. 
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